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Editorial:

Exercise

In
Repression
The Legislative Universities Study
Committee has finally released its
report on the University, and, not
surprisingly, it is an exercise in
repression. Not surprising because
the past performance of the
committee members indicates they
are more interested in cramming
their own theories of dictatorial
educational practices down the
throat of the University than they
are in truth.
While portions of the report, such
as a faculty senate, look good, the
overall thrust of the document, if
ever adopted, would be to destroy
any semblance of a democratic
educational institution.
The committee reported that "a
majority" of the UNM Regents have
abdicated their authority and the
board as a whole has "unwisely
delegated authority and

responsibility to the faculty and the will think it to be a very bright idea.
students." The report then calls for
The recommendation that the
the Regents to reassert control by faculty governing body should be
withdrawing all authority given to reorganized into a senate which
the faculty and students and could only advise the president will
re-in vesting it in the president. most likely be met as a gesture of
However, as the committee well legislative meddling and repression
knows, to run a university efficiently by conservatives and liberals alike.
and for the full benefit of all Institution of a faculty senate was
members of the university apparently based on the committee's
community, let alone the state which long-standing fear that "radical
pays for its operation, some elements" within the faculty are
authority is necessa-rily delegated to taking over the government of the
lower officials.
faculty and the University.
What the committee conveniently
Apparently the committee
ignored, however, is that the Regents members thought that a faculty
have repeatedly asserted their senate would be a cure-all for
delegation of authority does not radicals but just to be sure they
include any delegation of decreed such a body would only be
responsibility. Time after time the advisory and then that it only be
Regents have stated that any action, composed of senior faculty
taken by anyone, at any level of the members. Assumedly, the committee
University's governing structure, is felt there are no "senior radicals" on
subject to their review.
the faculty.
To completely omit students and
Turning from that point, the
faculty members from the committee praised the Young
decision-making processes of the Americans for Freedom (Y AF) and
University would be to institute the Students for Responsible Action
nothing short of a dictatorship- ( SRA) as "offering promise of
remarkably akin to telling the U.S. positive action toward improvement
Congress its only purpose is to advise in the student government program."
the President.
These groups, the report states,
The Committee's recommendation "recognize the relationship of
that more power be given to the control of student money to either a
University president was positive or negative approach to
undoubtedly based on the idea that student activities." Deriying all logic,
it would be extremely satisfying to however, the committee had earlier
the University's conservative all but suggested the abolition of
elements. However, from the that student government which they
complaints registered against the suggest Y AF and SRA should
current administration from both
coritrol.
conservatives and liberals it is
The study committee further
doubtful any group on the campus recommended that students under

suspension from another. university,
for whatever reason-academic or
disciplinary-should be denied
admittance. Immediate expulsion,
the committee suggested, should
follow probation for a :~tudent who
had been suspended from another
institution.
It is common sense for an
institution to guard itself from
disruption, but to do so from the
basis of its admitting procedures is to
deny the very reason for university's
existence - educational service to
anyone who requests it.
Expelling a student for "cause"
after he was admitted on a
probationary status from another
university sounds remarkably like
the same procedures used in
Nazi-like countries where the phrase
"due process" is unheard of. This
lack of due process, as recommended
by the committee, besides being
illegal if one can believe several court
decisions, would also impose an arbitrary code of strict rules designed
and carried out by one man, the
president, acting in the role of
academic dictator.
There is, however, one bright light
in all of this: The committee has yet
to suggest any legislation to
implement its proposals, and if and
when such legislation is proposed, we
have faith that the remaining
members of the legislature will vote
to continue UNM as an educatronal
institution and not as a detention
camp.
Sarah Laidlaw and Don Burge
for The Lobo
Editorial Board and staff.
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NEW

MEXICO
Faculty Considers Representative Senate
Proposal Intended to Streamline Organization, Committee Work
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said Edwin Hoyt chairman of the

gommittee on' All-University
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The proposal drafted by the
governance group recommends
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toward University policies and governance.
In the administrative structure, the
absence of listed duties of chairmen of
academic departments was noted. There
are duties common to all department
chairmen which should be listed and
published. The academic dean should list
additional duties for the individual
chairman pertinent to his own department
which should be operated at all times in
the best interests of the University.
Apparently, certain department chairmen
are not operating their departments in the
best interests of the University and are
selecting some provisional staff membet·s
who create difficulty later.
The University has a large graduate
program with doctoral degrees offered in
many fields. However, the dean of the
graduate .school is not fully involwd with
college deans in thP selection of graduate
faculty members, dh;charges of faculty,
promotions, advancement from provisional
to tenure status and curricula at the
graduate level.
Faculty organization is unwieldy,
impractical, and lends itself to the
domination of faculty meetings by a
minority of the faculty members. Some of
the most VClciferous minority mt•mhers art>
fairly new to the campus, have little or no
background in New Mexk·o, are fresh out
of graduate school and have developed
undue influence on the total program. A
faculty of 580 members cannot effectively
conduct business when meeting as a whole.
This has led to proliferation of faculty
committees.
One of the hopeful signs is the
emc>rgence of two studt>nt groups offt>ring
promise of positive action toward
improvement in the student government
program. 'I'hey are the Younl( Amerieans
for Freedom (YAI<') and Students for
Responsible Action (SRA). The leaders of
both groups a.ssured the committee that
the momentum achieved late this spring
would carry over the fall semester and that
the groups would be active next. year. One
goal of each organization is to enlist the
energies of the students in th!' "silent
majority." These student$ recognize the
relationship of control of student mClney
to either a positive or negatiVf' approach to
student activities. The campus ncwspapf'r.
The Lobo, continues to print qupstionable
material. The members on the Student
Publications Board apparently bl'lil've the
editor and the staff should exercise no
rpsponsiblc restraint whatl'oevcr over the
content of The Lobo.
On the discouraging side, it appears that
certain professors who have spolcen out
against some of the recent events at the
University are being unfairly criticized by
the dean of their college and the academic
vice president to an extent. No information
has come to the committee showing that
the same academic officers have criticized
those faculty members who have aided and
abetted those who disrupt legitimate
University activities. There is an outspoken

establ ishmcnt within the faculty
demanding rights and privileges without
equal acceptance of responsibilities and
loyalties.
A questionable move has been to allow
the so-called "Free University" to use
campus facilities for the conduct of its
program. The officials of the University
have no control over this program; no
tuition reverts to University accounts, and
any one may participatE>. An analysis of
testimony indicates to the committe!' that
the quasi-official recognition of the Free
University by UNM may well lead to full
official recognition in ihe future.
Investigation revPalcd inequities in
salaries, salary increases and promotions
which were not based, in the committ<><.>'s
opinion, on educational background,
ability, experience, or publication and
research attainments.
Sl•veral witnl!Sses testifi<>d that at least
one student, involved in disruptive
mcidents, was admitted to the University
while under suspc>nsion for disciplinary
reasons frClm another umversity.
The committee found that thtUniversity administration failed to act to
recover any of the losst•s incurred when
University property was dcstroyPd,
damaged or impropPrly ust>d, nor were
approprial!! disciplinary actions tak(•n m
many cases against thost• pt•rbuns
responsible for tht! damage, Joss 01•
improper use.
Recommendations:
1. Delegation of Authority
'fhe Board of Regents nhould withdraw
the authority it has c!Pk•l(atNl to Lhl'
faculty and to U!(' students. Authority, and
consequent responsibility, should b(•
delegated to !.he president of the
University, acting for thl' Board of Reg1•nts
as ehinf exc>cutive officer.
Un!l<!r a live-staff plan, the president
should deh!gate to chillf administrators
responsibility fot' the conduct of
established programs for each of thl"
various areas under their control. Ir1 the
same manner, furlhl•r delegation of
authority should be extended to academic
deans, chairmen of departments and othPr
adminiStrators in field positions. Earh
should b£! responsiblt~ to his immediatl•
superior and, therefore, to the president
and ultimatPly to th!' Board of RPgents, -·
D ecisiotts or policies detcrmin<>d in
faculty meetings should bc> submitted to
the president for approval or disapproval.
I~ disapproved, the president should J(ivc
h1s reasons to the faculty governmental
body. When necPSsat·y, the president
should take important recommPndations to
the Hegcnts for consideration.
The same plan should pertain to the
operation of student government.
2. Faculty Government
'l'he structure for faculty government
should be changed from the faculty'R
acting as a whole to the faculty acting
through representatives.
A small faculty senate should be

established, Nominees should be from the
various departments. The number of
representatives from a given department
should be in proportion that thE' number of
that department bears to the total number
of faculty members. Nominees should be
..._ voted on by the entire faculty. Nominees
should have senior ranking.
The presiding officer at faculty meetings
should not be the president who should
remain detached in order to weigh
n•cbmmendations with impartiality. It is
advised thai the acad(•mic vice pr!'sident
preside at faculty Senate meetings.
3. Administrative Strenb>th
The Board of Regents, the presidPnt, th!'
a cad ernie vice president and tlw vice
president for student affairs must realiz<>
that tlw University cannot opPrale for long
in isolation from the mores and wishes of
til!' citizt•ns. 'I'Iw commitiN• bl•lii'V<'S thl•
peoplt• of New Mexico d<>sire a firmly and
fairly administl•rNI institution with sirong
and capabl!' administrators ml't-ting
po:,:,ibl!" disruptive situaiion~o with prompt,
dt•cisivc action in keep in~ with Uw b<>st
intt•J'l'5ts of the University and thl' .<,{att•.
J•:ach issut• should be dealt with on its own
merits·
4. !>e~artm~ntal Reviews
Pt•rwdJC f!'Vl!'Ws shoul~ lw madt• at no
lon:;<;i· . than . flv1• year mtl•rval~ of Uw
ad!!lllllstratwn c~f Pach dt•partnwnt
chamnan. The n•vww board should be
ehairr•d by lhl• acadPmic viet• pn•sident. If
llw d1•partnwnt offers only undt•rgraduatt•
cour~t·s, tlw eollt>gt• dean should bt• a
nwmhpr of tht• revit·w board. Howl'VPl', th!'
r!Pan of tlw gradu,Jf.l• ~dtool should also bt>
a tnt•mbPr if the dPpartment offers
g;·:Hiuat<• couJ'.Sl's. 'I'hl' deparim<>nt
l'hairman should a!h•nd tlw ht•arin!r, at
whid1 time an evaluation ~hould hP madl•
of lht> d!!})artmt•nt ':; ~ir<>ngtlts, WPakrwssl's,
probll'm art•as and the fiPrvicP of tlw
faculty m1•mbers.
5. Selection of J?aculty
TIH• dt•partment l'hairnwn should initiatt•
(!ff'orts to attrad quality faculty wlwn
vacancies PXist. Howev1•r, all acadPmic
officC'rs, tlw college deans, th1• graduate
dean and th1• academic vice pr<>si<il•nt,
should Pvaluatp !he pi'Osp<•etivP staff
mc'?bers proposed by ihl' deparlrnt•nt.
!;hatrman. Any of thn academic officl'l's
sl~nuld haw the at1thori!'y to rPject t.lw
rN~otnrnt•Hdat.ion of a dPpartm1•nl chai1·man
if, in his opinion, thp individual pmpost·d
~hould not be added to th!' staff.
(Numbl'rS G and 7 WPrc cut)
S. Admissions
No student should bt\ permitted to l'nter
tl!E• University whil<' under susppnsio11 from
any oiht•r l'olle1,1• or univ<•rsity wlwUwr for
academic or disciplinary reasons during
tlw entire period of suspensio;l. If a
student has ever bel'tr susp<>nd!•d from
a_nt~tl~er collef~l\ or uniHrsity for
dtscrphnary reasons, and the pe1·iod of
mmpension has terminated, the president
must detPrmine whether or not the studl'llt
cnn. .bc admitted to UNM on a probationary
basrs subject to instunt expulsion for cause.

members would be prohibited or
at least discouraged, from ait:ing
their views One pht·ase often used
in praise of debate in open faculty
t'
· " f· 1 · "
mee mg IS re res1mg.
. ~n thde o~·l{·~r l~an~ t~e faculty's'
mcrease a 11y o ac promptly
to meet its obligations," avoid
"dupli~ation in committee work,"
~ntt time ds~~n\ o~ "p~odcc~ur~!
. a ers an
e .ac 1cs o e ate

"

representative system
Students on th~ overnance
committee were strol
f
of the senate idea.
would enable the faculty to act
more directly in relation to
student problems and grievances
said Hoyt.
'

~~elf~~~:~~~r~/~~ ~~t,~h= !~ds~~v;u~odea;o~~e';f:~~~~n~~~ ~e~t~~~es;s~:~nfa~a~~ ~~e~

very
reactiOn of the faculty" said
Hoyt.Theproposalcallsfo'ranad
hoc committee of the faculty to
draw-up the specific rules for the
new system by February, 1971.
One specific item mentioned
however is
ortionate

·
IT k'
,
mmorpoJIC mg.
The root issue however is not
how the senate should be elected
but whether the faculty should
elect a senate at all.
Opponents of the senate
suggest that many faculty

1·

¥h~;~eft"~~

Faculty Sentiment

University Study Legislative Cmnmittee Report
(Note: The following is most of the text
of the Legislative Universities Study
Committee report.)
SANTA FE (UPI)-Tax supported higher
education is a statewide function. The
Board of Regents constantly guards against
interference by local community pressures
and small inner group pressures with the
primary obligation of the institution.
Pursuant to constitutional and statutory
authority the regents of the various state
institutions should control and manage the
respective institutions.
The University Study Committee, after
analysis of all testimony given before and
communications received by the
committee, reports its findings concerning
UNM:
A majority of the members of the Board
of Regents have abdicated their
responsibility. The board has unwisely
delegated authority and responsibility to
the faculty and to the students, rather than
to the president of the University, who
alone should act as the board's executive
agent.
The administration of the Universitv is
inadequate. Testimony indicated "the
president's position, from a standpoint of
organization and administrative ability and
personal strength, is weak. As expressed by
the vice president for student affairs, the
philosophy concerning student life is so
permissive that the committee feels it will
lead to activities detrimental to the
University's academic and student life
programs.
On Aug. 8, 1969, the Commission on
Colleges and Universities of the North
Central Association of Colll•g'es and
Secondary Schools reported, "The
administrative organization for the
University is characterized by a lack of
clarity in functions and the abs(mce of
adequate procedures for management
control; a situation resulting from the
highly personalized administration of the
previous president and complicated by
rapid growth and increase in complexity of
the institution ... The authority and
functions of several vice presidents are nClt
entirely clear."
The chief of the campus secul'ity police
prest>ntly reports to the vice president for
~tudent affairs or the vice p~esident for
finance. His authority is unclear. It appears
that under normal procedurns hn must
obtain the approval of the vice president
for student affairs before taking action
during a disruptive incident or a potential
disorder. Furthermorl', testimony has
indicated that rather than tak1) immediate
action during a disruption, campus police
have done nothing. Apparently, an attitude
prevails that taking decisive action would
pl'ovoke more serious events.
Academic deans have too little
authority. Some are reluctant to use the
authority they do possess. As an example,
the College of Arts and Sciences employs
several professors who expressed what the
committee felt to be an extremely
permissive, if not to say radical, attitude

·

representation on the Seriate from
each colleg~ as well as additional
representatives from "any interest
group" deemed necessary.
. .
ObJections to an elected senate
were voiced in a memo circulated
by Gary Hufbauer of the
economic department last week.
He calls for consideration of a
random selection from a po<?l of
every faculty member who wishes

Photo by Craig Davis

Student Questions

UNM President Ferrel Heady and students discuss the implications
of the report on UNM released by the Legislative Universities Study
Committee this weekend. In an informal question and answer session
in the Union yesterday afternoon, Heady predicted the report would
have a much weaker impact than expected by its writers. Students
also questioned Heady on library facilities. (See story on page 2)

Formation of a faculty senate is
favored by exactly 40 percent of
60 faculty members informally
surveyed by The Lobo. Another
43 percent said they had no firm
opinion, but many of these
indicated they would favor a
senate if it offered effective
representation for all faculty
members. Most of the undecided
said they hadn't studied the
proposal sufficiently to reach a
decision.
The 60 faculty members
surveyed, about 10 percent of the
whole faculty, were picked from
the faculty directory to include
last names beginning with all
letters of the alphabet and to
represent as many departments as
possible.
Victor Regener, chairman of
the physics and astronomy
department, typified the
uncertainty of several faculty
members in his comment, "It
depends on how it would be
constituted and the rules it would
work under. I personally dislike
the idea one would have less
chance to speak in front of the

entire faculty, but it would
probably conduct business mcfJ!
efficiently,"
William Baker, professor of
mechanical engineering, said, "I
think it's worth looking into but
it needs expanding so there a:·en't
so many unanswc>rcd questions."
Leroy McLaren, microbiology
department chairman, favored a
senate based on his experience at
the University of Minnesota
where, he said, "It worked
reasonably well."
Charles Woodhouse, acting
sociology chairman, was one of
only five professors contacted
who was definitely opposed to a
senate. "It would tend to restrict
participation too much in the
making of decisions," he said, and
added that the present system
"provides an opportunity fo&
leadership to arise in the faculty."
Economics professor Paul
Therkildsen said he would oppose
an elected senate, "but if it's done
by random selection-picking
names out of a goldfish bowl-I
would favor it."

Group Opposes University Educational Financing Methods

NUC Members Advocate Civil Disobedience

By BARBARA MORGAN
Massive civil disobedience used
to change America's educational
institutions and the U.S. Vietnam
war policy was advocated by New
University Conference (NUC)
members Rinda WPst and Rich
Robertson who spokE' to UNM
students last night.
The NUC, formed in 1965 by a
conference of graduates formerly
in Students for Democratic
Society ( SDS) at1d activists
participating in anti-Vietnam war
movements was started, "By
e.x·studc>nts who wanted their own
organization with legitimacy and
autonomy. It consists of about 70
chapters with a membership of
graduate students, university
faculty and employees," said
West.
West is a Ph.D. in English and
assistant professor at the
University of Chicago and
assistant national secretary of
NUC. Robertson is a Ph.D. of

History from the University of
California, and is regional
organizer for NUC. They are
visiting UNM to discuss the NUC's
programs with university students.
Tracking procedures,
educational financing and class
discrimination are practices
opposed by the NUC. Robertson
said, "education reinforces the
class structure in our society
through a tracking procedure. For
example intelligence tc>sts deal
with the white middle class
experience and end up measuring
the kind of cultural background a
child has instead of his
intelligence. West added, "women
also have to deal with sexual
tracking, or occupationally
routing of students. Girls are
generally better academically in
primary school than boys. Upon
entering seventh grade about 10
to 20 points of IQ is lost. The girls
I earn not to excel their school
work and al'e tracked into other

Justice Department Visit
~

""'

I

1i!l

I
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An assistant attomcy general, William H. Rehnquist, will be on
campus today as part of the Justice Department's effort to
increase communication between itself and college students.
Eric Nelson; ASUNM president, said he expects two other
Justice Department officials also will be here.
Discussions between tl1e officials and students will be held
from 1 to 5 p.m. in the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas
NE.
Rehnquist was once a clerk for Supreme Court Justice Robert
Jackson. He was the Arizona 'representative to the Uniform State
Laws Commission and had a private law practice in Phoenix
before becoming an assistant attorney general in the Justice
Department's Office of Legal Council in January, 1969.
ASUNM and GSA are co•sponsors of the visit.
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areas."
West and Robertson also
attacked the current methods of
financing public institutions of
higher learning. West said,
"education exists to train students
to work for arge corporations.
Universities should not be chiefly
financed by personal income taxl:'s
on working people. Education
should be payed for out of
corporate super profits if it's
going to continue as a vocational
proving ground for young
technicians mid executives."
Robertson said, "As it is,
educational financing is
retrogressive. '!'he present tax base
allows for reallocations of money
from the poorest to the richest.
S in c e many stu d en t s are
vocationally trained, at no expense
to corporations, their education
should be paid for by future
employers. Robertson didn't
encourage the corporate financing
idea of funding our universities
but said, "The idea is not to
fi nancc schools through
corporations and work fot· them
later, but rather to open the
universities to all students and
their needs. Financing is a burden
which should be proportionately
shared by big corporations and
taxpayers."
West said, "our open schools
project will be an attempt at
ttansforming the system from
producing trained personnel for
big collipanies to employ, to
fitting education to students'
personal needs." West mentioned
flunk out policies and course load
requirements as problems the

present system imposes on
students in attempts to "assembly
line produce" degree holders. She
said, "many state institutions
admit everyone who basically
qualify, then flunk out those who
don't fit in. Also course load
requirements penalize working
students.
Both NUC activists criticized
the socialization methods of
primary, high school and
university educators. Robertson
said, ''since education is more
than giving skills-it's an entire
socialization process-it's
naturally antithetical to real
learning and creativity. For
example, educators are going to
an incredible extent to explain the

failures of their system by calling
hyperactive children "diseased"
and giving them depressant drugs.
Also ghetto and inner·city schools
look like fortresses or prisons
while schools in more afflueni;
areas are more open and
conducive to creativity. That's
because underprivileged children
are being taught to be subservient
and more affluent children are
taught to control other people."
He said, "This tracking and
routing of students at all levels
teaches children that it is a
personal failure to not fit in with
the system instead of the systems
failure to fit the needs of the
student."

Photo by Chticl<

NUC Spokesmen

F~il

Rinda West (right) and Rich
Robertson (center), NUC
members, discuss NUC policies
and objectives with Lobo reporter
Barbara Morgan (left).

Might Not Have 'Much Influence, Impact'

Heady Opposes U Study Report
UNM President Ferrel Heady
says he does not expect the
Legislative Universities Study
Committee report on UNM to
have "much influence or impact."
Heady made the comment
yesterday in a rap session with
students in the Union Lounge
ru·ea.
"We ought to counter their
recommendations by saying why

Biology Honorary
Phi Sigma, the honorary
biology society, will hold its
regular business meeting Friday at
7 p.m. in the biology building,
room 258.
~ After the meeting members will
see a slide show of the Sandia
Mountains, presented by local
conservationist Milo Conrad.
Casey Church is not a filler.

we don't agree," he said. He
said,
added that he did not want to give
He also said he expects the
the report "more exposure than it
to take up the matter
legislature
deserves."
of rescinding mandatory student
"One of their recommendations
fees when the session meets in
was that the Regents take hack
January, but added he is opposed
authority they have delegated to
to such legislation.
faculty and students and
"There is a broad hint in the
redelegate it to the president of
report many committee members
the University, who might
will back legislation which would
delegate it further to students and
try
to eliminate mandatory fees
faculty.
for student publications. I think
"I'm opposed to the Regents
this is an expression of their
acting on-.that. Our present system
unhappiness with The Lobo.
is direct delegation by the Regents
"I oppose legislation to prevent
to the administration, faculty and
the use of mandatory fees for
students," Heady said.
student publications. If it is
Heady also said he expects a 10
passed by the legislature, I'd find
percent tuition raise for next year,
it hard to justify not putting fees
A Board of Educational Finance
for athletics on an optional basis
(BEF) guideline meeting last
as well," he said.
month recommended a 10 percent
Heady called the committee
increase in tuition for the state's
members "for the most part
colleges and universities, Heady
people who have been very
unfriendly to the University "and
said the committee member~ were
generally more unfriendly to the
University than the legislature as a
whole.
Students also asked Heady
about library problems.
"This year a bigger percentage
of funds was available for the
library. In our BEF budget, we
asked for 35 to 40 percent more
dollars than we have this year," he
explained. However, he added he
was "not sure the BEF would
support a raise of that size."

U.N.M.

ACTIVITIES DAY
Wednesday Nov. 18

WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donors Needed I
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTfR
1307 Central N.E.
Tues.-Sat. 8·5

Including exhibits from

FUN

FUN

all campus organizations

OKIE'S

Student Union Ballroom

lOc BEER
Every Wed. 5·6 PM

Admission Free

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

BUDWEISER.
presents

JOHN WAYNE

..., '

Duke does his first
TV special for the
King of Beers,, ...
and that is special!

8:30-10 P.M. EST

NBC-TV
(Check for local time and station)
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Senate-Vote for only twelve ( 12)
( 10 full terms and 2 half-terms)

November 18, 1970
REFERENDUM QUESTION #1

John Lieuwen
Don Fersh

Daniel Hines
#

i

,/

41

••••
'
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Wendy McGovern, chairman of
UNM's home economics fruit cake
sale committee, slices a slab of
dates for inclusion in one of
nearly 300 fruit cakes, on sale in
the home economics building.

Fruitcake

The restgnatwn of Restdence
Halls Council (RHC) president,
Debbie Bruns, preceded speeches
of senate candidates at the RHC
senatorial endorsement meeting
·
last night.
She notified the group during
the preliminary business segment
of the meeting, that her
resignation was effective
immediately.
''I don't think RHC will
crumble," she told the delegates,
"that's a hunch of baloney."
Bruns added that the delegates are
capable of continuing the
programs they have started, as she
spoke of the reasons for her
resignation.
Bruns noted that the RHC is an
effective body but told the group,
"I'm tired of kicking you in the
butts. You should he led not
kicked."
'
The meeting was intended to he
a meeting which would provide
equal time for Senate candidates
to air their platforms. Bruns'
statement announcing her
resignation apparently caught the
delegates by surprise.
She indicated her reasons for
leaving the organization were
personal and they had no
connection whatsoever with her
opinion of the group as a whole.
Before walking out of the
meeting she recommended that
delegate Pat Griego replace her as
president and that Rita O'Brien
replace her on the housing

committee.
RHC has had its share of
internal problems this year
ranging om repeated absences of
delegates to attempted secessing
by two dorms.
Bruns as president had
indicated that she had attempted
to improve on the attendance of
delegates and conditions of the

-
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Louis Baca

Joseph Little

Sheldon Duderstadt

Richard Michaels

Adrienne Pittman

Charles Richardson

Ken White

Yes 0

0

No

The ASUNM Constitution, Article IV, Section 2, be amended from the "Vice President shall have earned a minimum of forty-five credit hours . . . 11 to read "The
Vice President shall have earned a minimum of thirty credit hours."
REFERENDUM QUESTION #2 Yes 0
No 0
· The ASUNM Constitution, Article IV, Section 1, be amended from "The President
shall have earned a minimum of seventy-five credit hours," to read, "The President
shall have earned a minimum of sixty credit hours."
REFERENDUM QUESTION #3 Yes 0
No 0

Dan Cimino

Regis Clauschee

JoAnn Sanchez

Estlando Gomez

Patrick Henry

Pamela Powell

Article VI, Section 2, Paragraph B of the ASUNM Constitution, concerning the
composition of the Student Court, shall be amended by adding: "In addition there
shall be one legal advisor appointed from the taw School faculty by the Dean of
the Law School, with approval from the ASUNM President and GSA President.
This Justice will serve a two-year term, will have full rights of membership to the
Court, with the exception of voting rights.

Alfredo Vigil

Bob Petranovich

REFERENDUM QUESTION #4

Ross Sutter

Jerry Buckner

Sylvia Gonzales

Ray Hamilton

Lance Gordon

Bernadette Chavez

Michael Montoya

Bill Snell

Aaron Sobel

Paula Morris

Ralph Baca

Terry Palmer

Juan Abeyta

Ed Zamora

Brian Tafoya

Jack O'Guinn

0 D.

Sandra Ramsey

Susan Dick

Mike Woelk

John Boudreaux

After certification of the election tabulations, the final figures shall be mailed to
the President of the United States with a Jetter of explanation signed by the
Presidents and Vice Presidents of the Student Bodies.

Yes

0

No

0

The ASUNM Constitution be amended by striking Article V, Section 3 in its entirety. The amendment calls for the abolishment of the Student Affairs Committee.
REFERENDUM QUESTION #5 Yes 0
No 0
The ASUNM Constitution be amended to delete the final sentence of Article IX,
Paragraph 2 dealing with faculty approval of the ASUNM Constitutional amendments.
REFERENDUM QUESTION #6-Choose one of the following 4 items
0 A The war must end immediately with troops being removed as fast as physically possible.

0

B. The Nixon Administration is following the only realistic course to eAd the
war.

0

C. Pursue a course toward a final military victory.
No opinion

VOTE ON NOVEMBER IS

RHC. She said these are the
biggest problems facing the RHC,
Bruns' resignation follows by a
week her resignation from the
position of Director of the Public
Affairs Office of ASUNM.

FOR THE TWELVE SENATORS OF YOUR CHOICE

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
277-4102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Lobo Is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, "\nd Is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo arc
those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion Is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

J

QUALIFICATIONS OF VOTERS:
-YOU MUST BE A MEMBER OF ASUNM
-YOU MUST BE IN POSSESSION OF YOUR CURRENT VALIDATED STUDENTID
-YOU MUST VOTE IN PERSON
-YOU MUST SIGN THE SIGNATURE ROSTER

POLLING PLACES WILL BE LOCATED AT:
THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITI'EE

Present

-SUB AND/OR IMMEDIATE AREA

THE SPECTACl1LAR

-RESIDENCY HALLS COMMON AREA (LA POSADA)

Jose Molina

-HOKONA HALL

I1aile l~spanol

-FRATERNITY AND SORORITY HOUSE AREA
-EDUCATION COMPLEX (WEATHER PERMITTING)

Saturday. :'\ovt'llllJ'·r
!'I·
'-

Sunday, Nov. 29

ASUNM SPECIAL FALL ELECTION

Ed Mosley

Plus an outstanding
cast of stars in ...

"SWING OUT SWEET LAND"

NOVEMBER 18, 1970

Tom Drummond

Debbie Brtlns Resigns
From RHC Presidency

$CASH$

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

ASUNM SPECIAL FALL ELECTION

u,
1> ..~r
o,f!)
~.

Tickets r,.r,o, !J.oo, j.!)o, J.oo,

;J.!)O

Stude11ts with Activity Carets

Y2

PRICE

VOTING TIMES:
-ALL POLLS WILL OPEN AT 8:00A.M.
-THE POLLS WILL CLOSE AT 5:00 P.M. WITH THE EXCEPTION OF

Tel. 277-31 21

ANHEUSlR·BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

HOKONA AND LA POSADA WHICH WILL CLOSE AT 7:00 P.M.

'
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Business Students
Coalition

The Brotherhood
Donald Fersh
I have no platform: in the sense
that political parties have these
huge unwielding buttresses made
of some technocratic "planks."
Upon these parapets the gargoyles
sit, stoney-eyed immersed in their
own sacrament, from time to time
descending for television
interviews. This is their only
saving grace for they have a
retiring nature and like to be
hidden from the specter of the
electorate.
You ask me and rightly so, "if
you don't have a platform, where
do you stand?"
I stand amongst the
students-my voice stands clear
from those who would project
their own pathology upon others,
'and those who (in the words of
Blake) "would forever depress
Mental, and prolong Corporal
War."
I stand for free student services.
For example: you can get free
medical service (to an extent) at
the Health Center, but what
happens if for some reason you
need legal first-aid? You can now
go over to the Law School and for
the sum of 50 cents can find out
how much of your ass is still left.
They won't tell you that they
have a gigantic federal grant to
pay for your legal 'nalysis.
No-they want to make sure that
the people who come in have
"real problems." The 50 cents is a
tarriff on your intelligence!
I stand for the outster of
Ronald Baum, the
"nonvante-garde" director of the
Union, who we pay to tell us that
he doesn't like KUNM which we
also pay for. The head of the
Union should be a student. We
pay money for the building and
last Spring we paid for it
(accidentally) in hemoglobin that
the wax on the Mall can not hide!
So much for my non-platform:
and to break with an age-old
tradition and cliche I throw my
shit into the ring!

John Lieuwen
I refuse categorization as liberal
or conservative. I have
membership in both campus.
I've been called a radical. I'm
currently on probation for
activities during the strike, I'm a
strong supporter of the student
newspaper and radio station and
my appearance suggests to many
the best reason to pave Yale Park.
As a conservative, I am serving
as a student representative on the
Committee on Entrance and
Credits, my father is a faculty
member and I have a 3.9 GPA.
Identifying myself, I suggest
that I am energetic. In academics
or outside politics I always carry
my activities to some tangible
conclusion. I have served as a
committee member, a Senate aide
and a tutor.
My general platform has three
main points.
1. I would use student
government to increase student
control in all areas of the
University system through
intensified new student
orientation and constant
harassment of the administration.
2. I would encourage student
government to make the
University an active and powerful
faction in New Mexico state
politics.
3. I would come out against
student government's financial
support of institutionalized fun.
Private groups are able to support
their own festivities and the rest
of us most likely get more from a
gallon of win or four joints than
from our 20 feet of crepe paper.
In conclusion, I submit that I
am familiar with that monster
called The University
Establishment and I am able to
deal with him on several levels.
I respectfully ask your support.
·,

Ken White Jr.
If elected, I propose to
stimulate and encourage greater
activity within the student body
regarding student government.
-First, through the establishment
of a series ·of "rap" sessions
publicized by every mean~
possible and in various
student-convenient locations to
encourage participation.
Secondly, reconsideration of
the present constitution with the
goals of a more powerful, decisive
and relevant legislative body
which provides for the genuin~
needs of the students!
Third, I would provide
publication in advance of Senate
meeting agendas and afterwards of
pursuant action taken, which will
inform all interested students of
issues in discussion and will
require Senators to consider
student opinion. The ·result should
be the revitalization of the
Hnportance and need of this
governmental body.
It will be my goal to be
a b j ective in the allocation of
funds with the object of serving
the greatest number of student"
needs with the limited monies
available. Appropriation recipiants
will be required to report and
record all funding by itemized
statements with control checks to
assure that this money is being
used as ori_ginally allocated.
Recipiant's statements and
control checks will be provided
for students.
This is my plan for an efficient,
self-directed, student power-based
organization.

Dan Cimino
I am running for Senate
because I seek a representation of
the student body that is a true
representation of the.ir vd.:.cs.
This can only be done by a
representation of commuter
students' opinion.
This University is a commuter
college simply because of the vast
number of students who live off
campus, yet they are ·the group
who has least say in student
affairs. Most do have an opinion
in student affairs, but becaue they
have no one to whom they can
express their views who will
represent them, the resulting
mood is frustration. Frustration
results in apathy-the number one
clown on our campus.
If senators would set up some
kind of "bitch booth" or even just
meeting places where these
students can go, I am sure such
place would be utlized. The "Rap
with Heady" thing in the Union
proved this. Why not put one in
the Union, one in the dorms, one
in a greek center, etc.?
Senators manning these would
then get a true idea of what the
students want and represent it.
The beauty of this is that it
would benefit all students not just
commuters. It would be my duty
as senator to represent the
majority, and with things like this,
I think I can.

Concerned Students
A loose coalition of student groups known as the Concerned
Students have endorsed the following candidates in Wednesday's
ASUNM Senate election:
Juan Abeyta
Lance Gordon
Ray Hamilton
John Boudreaux
Jerry Buckner
Jack 0 'Guinn
Dan Cimino
Pam Powell
Regis Clauschee
JoAnn Sanchez
Susan Dick
Ken White
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We the representatives of the
BROTHERHOOD feel a
"BROTHERHOOD" sense of
community is essenti~l in
combating apathy at UNM.
We feel that experience, as a
result of being confronted with
social obstacles in the community
and UNM, has given us the ability
to cope with the real issues at
UNM and work toward just and
workable solutions.
We support the expansion of
the Ethnic Studies Division with
an aim toward cultural relevancy
by an increased commitment from
the University administration and
ASUNM.
The ASUNM Constitution has
proven itself to be a vague, unfair
and antiquated list of laws and
policies, applicable to the whole
student body. We support an
immediate review of the
Constitution, and a Constitutional
Convention, aimed at rectifying
its inequities. We feel an attempt
should be made to redefine the
governmental structure at UNM;
e.g., Student Court, Student
Standards, Senate, etc.
We will work toward
elimination of discriminatory
practices and activities, whether
they be in the Physical Plant, the
classroom or Yale Park. We also
feel that facilities should be more
readily accessable to our
physically-handicapped students.
We support increased student
representation and relations with
faculty, administrative
committees, the Regents and the
Legislature. We support dropping
the "F" grade and shortening the
academic suspension period from
one year to one semester.
The parking situation must be
remedied; we favor open parking.
The housing situation is
worsening; we support a joint
effort by the University
administration and ASUNM to
make more housing available. We
will work toward initiating coed
dorms, extended visiting hours
and improved food service, also ~.n
expansion of the Work-Stu.dy
program, We also support an
after-hours coffee house.
Our aim is to represent all
students with a theme of
relevancy and BROTHERHOOD
in our student government.
BROTHERHOOD MEANS
UNITY.
GET IT TOGETHER WITH
THE BROTHERHOOD.
Juan Abeyta
LouisBaca
Ralph Baca
Regis M. Clauschee
Sylvia Gonzales
Lance T. Gordon
Raymond Hamilton
Joseph Little
Michael G. Montoya
Paula Moms
Stanley Mosley
Alfredo Vigil

Senatorial Campaign Statements
Daniel Hines
I will work to see several
reforms take place both in student
government and campus life. The
University's library could serve
more useful purpose if it were
better staffed and open longer
hours.
·
Improvement of our campus
ecology would not only allure
new students to the campus, but
would also make UNM a much
more pleasant campus for the
present student.
The present grading system
should be evaluated and
mid-semester pass-fail options
should be pushed into effect.
Student government should
also work for a student-run
cooperative bookstore or should
work for reforms in the present
bookstore. A student should
receive a fair price for his used
books, not an outrageous one.
Student government has been
weak and inefficient this past
semester. I will work to get
student government moving and
make it an efficient force to
produce the needed reforms and
improvements of academic life at
UNM.

Terry Palmer
During the course of this
campaign I have been asked by
students, "What is your
platform?" I have been forced to
answer them honestly, "I don't
have one." The reasons for this
are that a platform involves
promises, and promises are as
easily broken as they are made.
Often times campaign promises
are not kept because it is beyond
the powers of one person to enact
them.
Therefore the only "plank" of
my "platform" is that I promise
to work to the best of my ability
toward the goals of the majority
of students. I believe this majority
are those who live off-campus are
independent, and are gene:ally
over-looked by the Student
Government.
The main thing I would like to
see is that the present
Constitution be amended or
rewritten so as to provide for a
bicameral student legislature, with
Senators representative of
chartered organizations and the
Assemblymen representing the
student body at large.
Your vote for progressive
student government would be
appreciated.

Bill Snell
Mike Woelk
In seeking election to the
student Senate I am motivated by
Senate potential in two areas. The
first concerns the Senate's power
to improve conditions for all
students and groups. This can
range from an extension of
academic freedom to solving the
parking problem.
The Senate also has a latent
power to act as a pro-student
pressure group in bringing
administrative and legislative
changes. This entails a need for
uniting a majority of the students
under a common concern-that of
securing the freedom that we as
responsible adults deserve.
Among the specific issues
demanding attention now is
student support for the blacks
Chicanos and Indians in attaining
a more diverse ethnic curricula
and in combating the
discrimination this University
practices by association and
action; this issue is of primary
importance.
Concer-ning Homecoming, I will
support Senate action to end
general student financial
involvement. 1 will support the
continuance of Homecoming if
other groups will finance it.
Pre-registration and dropping
the "F" grade are goals that will
be sought, and I will support
student sentiment concerning a
bicameral legislative sy,<Jtem.
I shall acknowledge your
support by my actions.

Over the course of the past few
years UNM has witnessed a
systematic decline in the student
government. From the time th11t
the responsible students who
cared for the University image and
the University community began
to loose control of the senate this
school has become as close 'to a
second-rate institution as it can
come and its student leaders have
been as second rate as its image.
The events of last May and
before have shown to the students
and the people outside the
University community that the
leaders, who have been elected
more by apathy than support can
not run the school and if the~ are
allowed to continue will destroy
this University.
As a candidate for Student
Senate I would like to see the
return of the institutions which
~av~ d~clined in the past years,
Institutions such as Homecoming
Mirage and most important th~
scholastic rating of this school and
to seen an end of the
poorly-organized system of
registration and curriculum.
I would support incorporation
of measures to overhaul
registration and certain points of
c u rr i c u !urn a11d above all
STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

JoAnn Sanchez
ASUNM students will vote on five referendum issues concerning
amendme~ts to .the ASUNM C~nstitution and one referendum polling
students feehngs about the conduct of the Indo-China War in
tomorrow's election, as well as for senatorial candidates.
The first two proposed amendments would lower the minimum
number of hours a person must have earned to be eligible for either
ASUNM p~esident or vice president. The minimum number of credit
hours required would be lowered from 75 to 60 for the president and
from 45 to 30 for the vice president.
.
The third proposed amendment would add a non-voting legal advisor
to Student Court. The advisor would be appointed for a two-year term
from the law school faculty by its dean with approval of the ASUNM and
GSA presidents.
The fourth referendum proposes to abolish the Student Affairs
Committee. Ac~ivities formerlyunder Student Affairs are now handled by
other comm1ttees or persons. The committee voted for its' own
abolishment last year.
The last proposed amendment would change the Constitution to
concur with a UNM Board of Regents' decision that the faculty no longer
need concur with amendments to the ASUNM Constitution.
The referendum issue on the Indo-China War asks students to choose
the option which best reflects their attitude toward the conduct of the
war: "the war must end immediately with troops being removed" as fast
as ~h~sically possible"; the Nixon administration is following the "only
reahsbc course to end the war"; the United States should "pursue a
course toward military victory"; or no opinion. After certification of the
results of this issue, the figures will be sent to President Nixon with a·
letter of explanation.

Editorial:
Lobo Enclorsements

The Lobo editorial board endorses the following
people for seven of the 12 student Senate seats:
Juan Abeyta, Louis Baca, Sheldon Duderstadt Dan
Hines, John Lieuwen, Pam Powell and Sandra Ra~sey.
Our endorsement is based on responses to the
following questions;
1) What do you think are the top-priority projects
student monies should be spent on? What bills would
you advocate and work to pass?
2) What projects currently being undertaken by the
ASUNM executive staff, or that are being funded by
ASUNM moni~s do you advocate, and which, if any,
should be contmued, expanded· or cut?
3) What is your view of the student government in
relation to the University governing structure? Do you
feel an expanded student role in All-University
Governance is necessary? Explain.
4) Not facetiously, do you know who is the
president of the University? Do you know who is the
governor· of the state, and what party he belongs to? Do
you know who is the governor-elect, and what party he
belongs to'?
5) You have been popularly identified with a group
{faction), which we shall call "X." Do you consider this
a major influence on your candidacy? How will your
association with "X" affect your voting?
The Lobo editorial board felt the candidates we have
endorsed reflected their knowledge of how the
University and student government operate, and how
well the seven, if elected, will operate within that
structure. Their answers indicated they have experience
enough to work for studdents as senators. We also feel
they will work for the total population of the
University, rather than a particular group.
Sarah Laidlaw
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Pam Powell

Ross Sutter

I am a student, that is the issue
I am running on. The reasons I
chose to run are simple, ASUNM
needs more than a rubber stamp
government. I needs a responsible,
cohesive group that can unite and
work together through
communication. ASUNM has the
power to work on such programs
as an automated library and
registration, a more effective
speakers program that can bring
educational speakers (s.ex
education, population explosion,
etc.) as well as political speakers
on campus, opening parking lots,
consulting department majors as
to desired curriculum, a co-op
book store, revamping
Union•ruling·policy making it
more responsible to students, and
special considerations for
handicapped.
Such programs need to be
pushed through ASUNM and can
he done so now, while the
revamping of the present
Constitution is under way. I am
running not to represent a or any
faction on campus, I am a
concerned student-concerned for
the good of ASUNM.

To All Students:
This is your university, DO
SOMETHING WITH IT! If you
like things the way they are,
support them; if you have gripes
let them be known. No one is
going to know how you feel
unless you talk. If you are
satisfied to let someone else
decide what kind of world you are
going to live in then you can be
replaced by a robot. But if you
want to have a part in those
decisions, then let yourself be
heard!
Find out who your senators
are, they supposedly work for
you, but only if they hear from
you. If you have suggestions make
them.
I, Ross Sutter, would very
much like to fill one of the seats
in the Student Senate. We, the
students, want to have something
to say in the operation of this
University, and I would appreciate
your support in attaining that
goal. If elected I will want to hear
from you, I will want to hear your
suggestions, I will want to know
what YOU want so that I may
work for you in a practical way.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Rel~vancy is the theme of my
campmgn. My platform consists of
seven .m~jor points: 1)
C?mmumcatwn Enrichment, 2)
Bicameral System, 3) Dormitory
Life Enhancement, 4) Student
operated bookstore, 5)
Mid-semester pass-fail option 6)
B.U.S.-Noninferior degree' 7)
UNM-Businesses Co-op.
'
A thorough analysis entails a
long discussion, but briefly: 1:
would be a major solution to the
cry, "apathy." How? People
become involved if interested and
on I y become interested if
informed. How many students
have utilized "Drop-In Center",
Agora, Mash, Placement Center
Middle Earth Room? How can ;
person become involved in
something he doesn't know
exists? A program should be
enacted through media (Lobo,
KUNM, mail) featuring obscure
organizations and services.
Activities Night should be
promoted.
2: A bicameral system allows
individuals fair representation.
3: The housing committee
should. work toward expansion,
recreation and coed dorms.
4 : The rip-off rate in the
bookstore would decline if prices
were reasonable. This can be
accomplished through a
student-operated bookstore.
5: The Credit-No Credit option
should be extended to mid-term
instead of registration day
limitations.
6: B.U.S. degree information is
necessary. A progress report on
B.U.S. graduates should be made
to show the program's success.
7: A co-op should be
established with business for UNM
student discounts.
These points are central to my
campaign, but other campus issues
are definitely in mind. I feel I can
be a competent senator.

'l'nesday, November 17, 1970

Sheldon Duderstadt
For ASUNM to have an
effective student government, it is
imperative that we eliminate the
apathy upon the part of the
student body. To make student
government more responsive to
student needs and more
representative of the student
body, the concern and
cooperation of the entire student
body is essential.
To this end, a proposal to
change ASUNM government to a
bicameral legislature has been
made. As far as this proposal is
concerned, my intent is to
represent accurately the feeling of
the student body on this matter.
But prior to this, in order to make
ASUNM government a potent and
viable organization, I believe two
steps are necessary.
First, we must move towards
establishment of aU-University
governance so that we might have
some degree of uniformity upon
which to predicate our actions.
Secondly, substantial
communication will have to occur
between the Senate and the
student body. This could be
accomplished by initiating a
forum that would be held
regularly in the Kiva. Attendance
upon the part of the Senators
could be made mandatory and the
opportunity presented to the
students to present their opinions
directly to thei.r elected
representatives, and thus enable
the Senators to measure the mood
of the student body and act
accordingly. Within this
framework of direct student
participation and co-operation we
can move toward action that is
representative of the student body
on such matters as library teform,
allocations of student funds, etc.

Three students of Business and
Administrative Sciences at UNM
have formed a coalition to win
three of the 12 available seats on
the UNM Student Senate. The
three running mates are John
Boudreaux, Jack O'Guinn and
Bob Petranovich.
John Boudreaux, a senior in the
Business School, is a retired Major
in the Marine Corps. In addition
to his business studies, he is
working in a program designed to
facilitate student·oriented study
for business students on a
foundation grant.
Jack O'Guinn is a senior in the
School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.
Bob Petranovich is a junior in
the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences. He has
served as Secretary of Coronado
Hall and as a member of the
Pueblo House Advisory Board.
Major parts of the three
students' platform deal with grade
modification, parking, library
reform, publication of ASUNM
budget proposals and allocations,
pre-registration, dormitory reform
and park construction.
The coalition supports the
substitution of "No Credit" in
place of the letter grade "F" and
''Withdraw Failing." Their
research has disclosed that a
closed campus is inevitable and
they, therefore, support free
busing to peripheral parking areas.
Their program for library
reform includes extension of
library hours and installation of
pro per lighting in the reserve
section of Zimmerman Library.
They also support the placing of
all required and recommended
course reading matter on one·day
reserve in Zimmerman.
The coalition favors
coeducational dormitories to
upgrade living standards as well as
the liberalization of dormitory
hours. They support a study to
upgrade the quality of food
service in all University facilities.
To eliminate the "dust bowl"
in front of Zimmerman Library
and to establish a recreation area
near the Union, the coalition
favors construction of a "People's
Park" in this area.
Realizing that pre-registration
works quite effectively in other
major universities, the coalition
sup ports a pre-registration
program for all upperclassmen at
UNM.
The basic political philosophy
of the coalition is to work for
effective, positive action by the
Student Senate to benefit the
majority of students at UNM.
They are working to urge all
students to use their vote to elect
responsible student government
on Nov. 18.
John Boudreaux
Jack O'Guinn
Bob Petranovich

Sandra Lee Ramsey
As a member of the Student
Senate I would try to end the
alienation which exists between
University students and the
community. I feel the University
should be an instrument in social
change, however the membors of
the University community need to
come out of their ivory tower and
start communicating with the
people of the surrounding
community. Student government
should take a leading role in the
construction of a sound and
realistic merger between these two
factions.
The actions of Student Senate
should be the result of existing
needs expressed by the students.
If the students fail to relate these
needs to their representatives they
should not react with alarm when
the money is spent helping a
group of students who have
expressed a need.
Apathy is too often the result
of a lack of communication.
Student government should insure
that the actions are quickly and
accurately relayed to the student
body.
I believe these goals should be
met and will strive to see that
they are accomplisl1ed if elected
to the Senate.

Bernadette Chavez
Richard S. Michaels
I have entered the senatorial
race out of my deep concern for
what is happening to our student
government. Our government is
lacking in cohesiveness. No longer
should a few students, or a few
group of students, control the
funds of the entire student body.
The executive branch this year,
has been most productive
idea-wise, but has been stagnant in
its ability to implement its ideas
into legislative reality, If elected I
would instigate an advisor system.
This program would be
instrumental in a cohesive
coherent student government. It
would consist of an executive
ad visor to the student body
president, in order to improve
communication between
executive and legislative branches
of government, It's imperative
that the judicial branch of
government, Student Court, be
provided with a non-voting
impartial legal advisor from the
law school. In the legislative
branch, Senate is in dire need of a
financial advisor to help stabilize
spending procedures and to
implem;nt a workable, fiscally
responsible budget.
Through this advisor system, I
feel student government would be
given an air of legitimacy and
expertise. This system goes hand
in hand with my belief that
student government should be
represented by concerned
students and not merely an
unresponsible beaucracy.

Charles R. Richardson
The Student Senator at UNM is
in a position of great
responsibility. It is his duty to
correctly disburse some $260,000
to various organizations so as to
achieve the most effective results.
The mind of the Student Senator
must always be on the ultimate
effects of legislative
appropriations. This necessitates
large amounts of research into the
usefulness for the students as a
whole of all projects large and
small.
It is also his or her duty to
research new ideas that would be
of benefit to our school. The
current controversy is always the
one which people become excited
over. They seem to forget that the
Student Senate meets once a week
and carries on business all year.
This is the reason that a
responsible, just and open-minded
individual is required for such a
position. The great rhetorics
usefulness is limited if nothing is
accomplished. It is my promise
that if elected my largest concern
will be for the student body of
UNM. We will work on new ways
to make it easier for the voice of
the majority to be heard and
understood. It will be my task to
serve the majority but at the same
time to protect the minority from
the unfeeling machine and its
ideas lost to us.
This University is facing a great
future if we can overcome the
crises of today to reach
tomorrow. As your Senator your
wishes will be my guide to the
tomorrow we can all be proud of.

I would support re-forming the
present constitution to include a
wider :~:ange of student ideas and
interests. A numerically
proportional House of
Representatives would be an
improvement. (Are you
represented in ASUNM?) We also
need to expand our interests
beyond social holidays and
intercollegiate athletics, beyond
the campus boundaries toward a
richer community and academic
life for the present student body
and future students.

Estlando C. Gomez
The increased enrollment here
at UNM has se~ved only to worsen
the conditional problems that
already existed. My concern is
with alleviating the problems
faced by all students and to make
this place more conducive to
living and studying. I shall
concentrate on:
A). Extending the hours to
revamping the antiquated
features of the library.
B). Making it a requirement
that no classes be held
during closed week, unless
students want to attend on
an optional basis for a
review.
C). Working to provide parking
places for commuters.
D). Providing for some method
of pre-registration for
students.
E). Improving living conditions
for dormitory residents by
working with RHC to
alleviate the problem in the
dining halls, and by
extending the hours of
operation at the center of
I ife for dormitory
residents, the New Mexico
Union.
In short, I shall attempt to aid
all the students: whether they be
commuters or non-commuter~.

Thomas Drummond Jr.
My platform is as follows. I
thoroughly believe that the
present form of government in
existence now is not
representative of all the students.
I will support a committee to
study ways in which a bicameral
form of government can be
implemented. A House of
Representatives made up of
members of all the chartered
organizations on campus. A court
must be appointed that interprets
the constitution and does not
change it or order the Senate to
make legislation. I will support
both of these.
After a more representative
form of government is instituted
the other business facing the
Senate car.' be taken care of, such
as appomtments, should our
money be spent on or off campus
(on this issue I think each
expenditure should be judged on
its own merits). The cops on
campus are still running around
with guns, I am against this. The
bus service between the parking
lots and the main campus has
ceased to exist, one or two used
buses could be purchased and put
in to service with use free to
students.
Everyone should mhke an
effort to vote on Wednesday.

Residence Halls Council
The Residence Halls Council has endorsed the following people for
Senate:
Jua~ Abeyta
Roy Hamilton
Lollis Baca
John Lieuwen
Ralph Baca
JoAnn Sanchez
Jerry Buckner
Alfredo Vigil
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ASU Depth-Chart Looms as Limitless
ByROGERJ. RUVOLO
There are very few games to be
played this weekend that will be in
the same sort of spotlight that the
New Mexico - Arizona State game
will be. This is it.
The WAC Championship lies on
the line with the Saturday night
tilt, slated to kick off at 8 p.m. in
Tempe. Arizo.na State is now 8-0
for the season, including last
week's 37-14 win over Utah. The
Sun Devils, coached by 12th-year
mentor Frank Kush, have been the
favorites to win the WAC this fall.
New Mexico looms as the only
team that could stop them.
The Sun Devils are led by some
of the top competitors in the WAC.
On defense, the Sun Devils boast
size and agility to add to their
experienced linebacking staff and
speedy backfield. The defensive
ends are senior Mike Fanucci {233)

•

and junior Junior Ah You (220)
from Hawaii. Both, like the rest of
the front five, have great speed for
their size. Tackles on the defensive
unit include Bob Davenport (231),
who recovered two Lobo fumbles
last fall that went in for scores in
the ASU 48-17 win, and Richard
Gray (201), who is the smallest
but perhaps the most mobile on
the line. Middle guard is junior
Tom Hoban (204).
Linebackers for the Deyils are
seniors Mike Mess (224),
signal-caller for the defensive unit
the last two years, and Prentice
Williams {212), also a speedy
player for his post.
"Windlan Hall is the best
cornerback in the league," said
New Mexico head football coach
Rudy Feldman. Nordy Jensen,
ASU sports information director,
called Hall "pound for pound the
hardest hitter on the team."
Hall (172) is just one fourth of
the backfield that helps the Sun
Devils maintain the No. 4 position
nationally in defense. Others
include sophomore Prentice
McCray (185),junior Mike Clupper
( 184 ), who started all last fall, and
senior Mike Artozqui (202), the
only experienced strong safety
Kush had at the beginning of the
year. All four men are considered
some of the fastest backs in the
WAC defensively.
Offensively, the Sun Devils are
~nswer to the question "Who is

more explosive on offense than
UNM?" Starting with senior
quarterback Joe Spagnola (173),
who was WAC Co-Player of the
Year last year along with Dave
Buchanan, the Sun Devils are all
power and explosiveness. Spagnola
has led the Sun Devils to a 14-3
won-lost record after taking over
the helm two years ago, and is
considered one of the most
versatile field generals in the
league. He has good speed on the
rollout and passes any pass
necessary. This year Spagnola has
already completed 102 passes in
194 attempts for 1542 yards.
Joining Spagnola in the
offensive backfield are seniors Bob
Thomas (200) at fullback. Thomas
is filling Buchanan's shoes, as
Buchanan does not compete for
the Sun Devils any more. Halfback
is Monroe Eley (205), a junior, and
wingback is J. D. Hill, one of the
fastest men on the team, having run
a :09.3 century in the conference
track meet two years ago.
On the line offensively for
t&ll. Sun Devils, two sophomores
have broken into a predominately
veteran line. They are the tight and
split ends, Joe Petty (182) and Ed
Beverly (172), respectively. Junior
tackles Ed Fisher (226) and Roger

Davis (230) beef up the interior
line for rushing and pass
protection, while guards are seniors
Gary Ventura (220), and Ken
Coyle ( 231 ). Ventura was All-WAC
last fall while Coyle received
honorable mention in the league.
All-WAC minter is Mike Tomeo
·(222).
Three radio networks will carry

J. Graduate students or
graduates con join Air
ROTC.
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Urba11, Wi11ter Nominated

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word '!'iniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. Ir nd •• ro
205, nft~rnoons preferably or mail.
run five or more conse-cutive dnys with
no changes the rate is reduced ro 5c
Clllllsified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
Alb UNM P.~. ~xS~~OG
words to 10.
uquerquc, .~..~ • •
TERMS: Payment must be made in !uU prior to insertion or advertisement.

243-6369

John Urban, a member of the
unsung crew called the offensive
line of the UNM Lobos, has
achieved some recognition despite
his unglorious position of tackle.

was credited with seven downfield
blocks.
Junior tackle Rob Winter
received his second
team-nomination of the year for
his defensive efforts Saturday.
Urban is the Lobos' offensive Winter was credited with seven
nomination to the WAC office in unassisted tackles, four of which
Denver and will be considered for were behind Brigham Young's line
conference honors. A 244-pound of scrimmage.
sophomore from Chicago, Ill.,
Rob also contributed to the
Urban turned in what the coaches defense's scoring figures with a
felt was a perfect game for a safety when he tackled Rick Jones
lineman. Urban played 62 plays
in the endzone. It was the Lobos'
and did not have one error in
first score of the game which ended
blocking or assignment. He also 51-8.
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It has thtee shaving heads that float,

to .follow the curves of your face.
Our blades are rotary. So they shave
in every direction. (Because your beard
grows in every direction.)
And we make our shaving heads
ultra-thin. So it's possible to get a
really close shave. And practically impossible to nick or cut yourself.
The Tripleheader comes in a Cord and
a Rechargeable
model.
I<.iithet way, you
can't. iose.
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You can't se·e an:r ciO$er.
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For your Youth Passport call your
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40% discount on TWA on a stand-by basis, plus discounts on over 20 other airlines. Reduced rates on ski
resorts, auto rentals in Europe, hotels, vacation tours
and more! For ages 12 through 21.

Campus Representative.
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Adults 4.00, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50, 2.00

00

en ra · •
P • 243· 33
Movie Continuous-lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 om to Midnite
Quarter Arcad<>
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Fac JStaff & Students

Yf

Price

TeL 277-3121
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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or go to the nearest TWA ticket counter

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

Tonight, November 17-8:1.5 P.M.

IM RN l<:XTRA MONJ•:Y! W<• need rnn>mm
tPpresrntntiVl•::; to HPll nunlity (>}crtronk

SERVICES
IUOHBR

OEDIPUS REX

• • ALSO

255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

(Wome~~

HAM RADIO SET, good shape, extrnll, $65
or lJrst
off~r. Evenings: 344-1517. 11/15
-·--·-FIVI~ NEW 1971 component systems complete- with Gnrrnrd chnng(!r, AM/Ii'l\i
multiplex stereo radio. Inputs for extra
sucnkcrs, t.apc d('Cl(. mtitnr or head sets,
'l'o he sold for snn.nr, ('nrh or monthly

l'OETRY WANTED for cooperntive nntholor,-y. Include stamped envelope. Idlewfld l'r""'• 1807 J~not Olympic, Loo An·
r.-elea, California 90021. 12/2
•

TWA Youth Passport $3.00

242-2901 or 242-7624
© 1970" North American Philips Corporation, 100 f::ast 42nd Street, New York, N. Y, 10017,

rnen'A strl'tc•h wil!s (11\ ~nil'. Ilours nre
'f.. Th 9:30·5:30i '\VJ.'S ut ~ ::10-R:OO.
243-0003.11/17
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6616 CENTRAL S.E.

mn!iUY nft(lr 0. 11117

COLI,t-:<;g INN llARBERSHOP hn• Mw

~o.

OUTI-'IT

l,ortab](.l with rnrrying c-ase. SGO.OO or
best offer. Call Iletny-255-2276. 11/18
rhnsed one year ago. Excclhmt rondition.
1957 s·rATION -\VAG0N___;V8- 2~3-4BBI~
Automntic transmission-Good Enginco
and Trnnsmission. $300.00. Call 2774230 before 4 or 2~9-0~G4 after 6 pm.
11/17
INKLE LOOli!S for belt weaving. ($8).
C'nll Charley 2~2-3292. 11/17
l•~lHST SHOO g~ts V\V c_n_m_p-er-.-:8::-98::-·-:-:49~69

a. story on

NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must l>e
. In by a p.m. ro run the following day.

SKI

lliOTOR GYCLE GAimiER-fits on bump~r or rar or truck. Sturdy enough to carry
350 cc size or smaller bikes. 344-4784.
NEVER USED ADLER typewriter. Pur-

DA NCF.-to the music or the fabulom
"Plain .Jnnt!"' 8·12 pm. I·i'ridny, Nov.. 20.
SUB Bnllroom. 11/20

9 86 45

AND

TWO LOCATIONS:

lnrr Rizc 7:t ~ boots, t~l~scopie polrs, wooden Skitique 185 sttiiR, C'ubc bindings. Used
kRs than one ocnson. $75.00 or best offer.
243-2463. 11/20

women's lib. IC you nrc n member of
any rrroup, I would like to tnlk to ynu~
Please roll Drnt)n<' at 277-4202 nrtcr 5.
ll/17

22·--nd-B-Ir-::\11--;d:::ay:\)- - - - - - o.plratlon oate (
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_ tye c o l o r - -·
--11 , 11 Color
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~ tder)
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Today, November 17-3:00 P.M.

518 C"NTRAL s W

inn:ic
"Tmm!i'H:-iiERAin conYertibte:
116,000 mile". $305.00. 243-2379. 11123
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~CORSALE

7070. 11/23
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Sernallllo County Planned
Parenthood Association
J J3 Montclaire SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

privilcgc3. 618 Tijera.'1

mission, radio, heater. $375. 344-6382.
ll/23
_,___
i9io--FIONDA d460--excollent conditionstock. $900 or best offer. C'all AI at 265-

som~ bread'/ Contnet Rich MilJcr, Cntic
Ang~ll at Orir;innl Worl<s, lOG llleRil SE.

DOING

TWELFTH NIGHT

265-3722

Good <'Ondition with standard trn'n£-

HAVEAN INT.r:RESTING CRAl'T? Need

IS

IN

For Pregnancy
Counseling
call
PLANNED PARENTHOOD

i·;llN-FALCONSTA1"ION WAGON, 1963~

243-4866 ••• 344-0931. 12/11
TWO IiimE KITTENS. 904 _A_rn_o_S-:-E., 2429169 after G:30 pm. 11/18

LOBO

THE NATIONAL PLAYERS

1960 CORV AIR. four door, $260 or offer.
C'nll 299-9638 otter 5. 11/23

transportation. 344-2097. 11/23
room housl".rrss
~---1\IELANIE~ri.l """" n9 w. Write soon.
I.ovc, Ron. Tak~ cnn• nnd b~ .r.ood.
NE-,v-n:A.ns-IN MExiCo~ciTY- AND
ACAPULCO. "SJJccial Stw!c11ts l!atcs."
Lmvc December 27. Call 344-014o •••

THE
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A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?
2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday
Harvey Wallbanger 85c

PRESENT

in New Mexico

FOR RENT

room and

WANTED'
ItOOI\IIIIATE for three !Jedroom houst". $46/month your shnr~. Need

.. .-·-- -<i

ABORTIONS
are
LEGAL

ROOMS: WOMEN--worlting or stu?e.nt.
$15.00 wcckJy, twa weeks ndvnncc. !J1vmg

24 hours seven days n
week Trnincd student volunteers nrc
alwn~s there. \Vhite trailer north oC Zimm~rmnn Lil>rary or call 277-3013. 11/19
ANYONE WHO PAID for ll!irngc '70 and
who Jive:~ in town should pick up each
Bl'rtion Blld n. ('Q\-'[>r from rm. 2~5.~ Jour..
nnlism llldg. bC'forc De~. 1. Mmhng" r~·
funds upon rcC}U(•st niven in Rm. ...o,,.

-TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INc.-
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In an independent test, some independent men shaved one side of their face
• with a platinum or chromium blade.
They shaved the other side with our
Tripleheader 35T shaver.
When they finished shaving, we had
them feel their faces.
7 out of 10 said our Tripleheader
shaved them as close or closer than
either the platinum or chromium blade.
Some of the men were surprised.
But, frankly, we weren't.
Because theN orelco Tripleheader is a
totally different kind of electl"ic shaver.

other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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905 Yale SE
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Rinda West, assistant national
secretary of the New University
Conference, will speak tonight on
~'Women in the Universities." Her

John Urban

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine

·--~

..

Women in Universities

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
specie I rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
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Biologist

........ ....
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..,

Goodman
Victor Goodman, National
Science Foundation post-doctoral
fellow in mathematics, will
address a mathematics department
colloquium at 3:30p.m. Thursday
in the biology building, room 100.

;. .

t

,.he ne-w blades ws.llorelco.

The UNM Women's Ski Racing
Team will meet tomorrow at 4:30
p.m., Popejoy Hall (east stage
door). For information call
277-3124, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Collecting Papers
The Animal Humane Society is
collecting old newspapers and
telephone books. Call 255-5523
for pick-up.

Clifford Crawford will head a
Ecology Center
biology department seminar
Students for Environmental Friday, 10:30 a.m., in biology
Action will meet tomorrow at building, room 139.
.
Crawford will talk on recent
WAS~INGT~N-Amid leftover campaign bittemess, lawmakers 7:30 p.m., at 1417 Central, NE.
The organization will be trends in the environmentpl_unged mto the f1rst lame duck session of Congress in 20 years Monday
opening
an ecology information oriented community in New
With more than enough work left to keep them busy until the dark days of
December.
center soon and needs help of all Mexico, with emphasis on how
some of today's problems are
"I expect there will be some casualties," said Senate Republican leader kinds.
being approached.
Hugh Scott as he surveyed a list of "must" legislation drawn up after
consultations with the White House.
Benefit Dance
The UNM biologist is president
A benefit dance tomorrow of the New Mexico Conservation
In addition to eight of 15 major appropriations bills that still must be
passe~, ~cott's list included job and health safety, a Social Security evening at 8:30 in the Newman Coordinating Council and an
benefits mcrease, welfare, trade, a tax to pay for anti-hijacking air Auditorium will feature two entomologist who received his
bands, The Frantic and The Magie doctorate at Washington State
marshals, consumer legislation and a curb on obscene advertising.
Sam. Proceeds will go .to the University.
'
Newman Thanksgiving program
He is on sabbatical leave this
for the poor.

''_r'~---·"

(1

1110 Harvard S. E.

Women Skiers

lecture will discuss problems
status and future prospects
women who work and study
universities.
The lecture will be at 8 p.m.
the Union, room 250 D-E.

Lanie Duck Session

2. It costs nothing to take the
aptitude exams as Freshman. If
you fail you must wait one year
before retesting. This could delay
your entry into the ROTC program.

of
semester from teaching duties at
of
in UNM, pursuing current interests
in the biology of acrid land
arthropods and reproduction in
in lepidopterans. He came lo UNM
Las Chicanas
Las Chicanas meets tonight at
in 1964 after teaching at Portland
State Co!IE>ge.
7:30 in the Chicano Studies
ASUNM Newsletter
Center.
The talk this Friday is free and
The ASUNM newsiE>tter will be
open
to all interE>sted persons,
distributed in the dorms
Linguistics Seminar
Wednesday night.
Elucidation
A linguistics seminar at 7:30
Morton
E. Munk, Arizona State
this evening in anthropology 141
Brotherhood
Rally
University
chemist,
will address a
will feature Bruce Rigsby on
The
Brotherhood
will
hold
a
chemistry
department
seminar at
"Agreement and the Future
rally today at 1:30 p.m. on the 1:30 p.m. Thursday in· Mitchell
Hierarchy in a Pacific Northwest Mall.
Hall, room 101.
Langu:ge."
Agora will be closed today
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Agora will
be open as usual tomorrow.

Pakistan Disaster

SELECTION IN THE
SOUTHWEST!

AGORA closed today

Lister Appointed

l

CAMPUS BRIEFS

News

D;ACCA, East Pakistan-Pakistan's Armed Forces went on a war
footJ.ng and the wor~d p~ured in tons of relief supplies Monday for
massiVe rescue operatJOns m coastal areas devastated by a killer cyclone
and smashing tidal waves.
The specter of disease threatened the area as thousands of human
corpses a~~ animal .carcasses lay unburied on bear.hes and floating
offshore. The survzvms can hardly survive," a Pakistani newsman
reported from the scene.
.
The government radio put the official death toll at more than41 000
but official estimates went as high as 300 000 which if true would {uak~
it the world's worst disaster this century. '
'
'
'
The destruction among the 2.2 million people living along the battered
coastal areas of East Pakistan was so compl~te it might take months
before the full impact will be known,
The U.S. go~ernment announced it is sending tents, clothing and
bl~nkets to ~urvzvors of the. catastrophe. A State Department spokesman
sa1d later sh1pments would mclude food seed livestock fishing and farm
equipment and housing materials.
'
'
'

Robert H. Lister, who has had
extensive experience in
Southwestern archaeology, has
been appointed by the National
Park Service and UNM to direct
their research project in Chaco
Canyon.
Lister will assume duties as
.director April 1.

DID YOU KNOW?

World

j

the game, as well as the Armed
Forces Radio Network. The AFRN
will carry the game to more than
350 land bases and 70 ships at sea
around the world. The game also
will be beamed to Europe via
satellite and will be only the fourth
football game in history to bl:l
transmitted that way. The game
will be played in Tempe.

Bffcclive. Write: Jntcrcept/Sodocom,
Hnrvurrl S<tUnrc 1'.0., !lox 317. Cnhl•
hrldr:c, MrulS. 02138. Call: (G17· SG8·41GO.

11/17 .

'l'YI'ING~funt, e><l><'rionced servic.,....cb•trlc-rcnsonnbl~. 110 Vnnsllr SE. 266·4006

anytime. 11/10
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W1•ilc lo ,Jrll' Johnnoll Nntlonul Direct
Snlos Co. Suitr 111, rJ2 So. lOth St.. Hov·
kinA, Minnesotn 55~43. 11/19
WANT SHORTIIAND/'rYPIST tor oecnaional hom·s. 256-7045 n-rter 7 :30. Mrs. B.
11/19
FULL.'---T:-ll\1--..E-·~gc;crnl office. Chemical
knowlecl~rc. Acme Pernmmcl. 1303 Snn
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Editorial:
Cor1stitutional
.
Amendments
The Lobo advocates the passage of
Constitutional Amendments Nos. 3,
A, 5 and 6.
.
No. 3 requires that a legal advisor
for Student Court be appointed by
the dean of the Law School from the
law faculty. In light of recent legal
quadries and the court's inability. to
tell the difference between
constitutional and unconstitutional
questions, we feel a trained
supervisor, without voting rights,
would be the best answer.
No. 4 calls for the abolition of
Student Affairs Committee, which is
no longer needed since chartering
procedures have been changed. The
committee also voted itself out of
existence last spring.
No. 5 would delete the portion of
the ASUNM Constitution which
requires the faculty to pass all
ASUNM Constitutional
Amendments. We do not feel
students need faculty approval for
every step we make. The faculty has
already deleted a similar portion
from their constitution, and the
Regents have approved that deletion.
The Lobo opposes Amendments
Nos. 1 and 2, which deal with
lowering the number of hours
required for ASUNM presidential
and vice presidential candidates. We
feel the current number of hours
required is necessary so the president
and vice president have as much
experience as possible in dealing with
the University's inner structure. It
would also make it more possible for
some crazy to run for the jobs twice
(if anyone is really that crazy).
Sarah Laidlaw

Letters:
Student Coalition
To the Editor:
As a program for the student
Senate, the United Student Coalition
for Peace supports the following:
1) A voting student and faculty
member on the Regents.
2) Any policies pertaining to
student affairs must be submitted to
them in a referendum and passed, or
agreed to by their elected
representatives to be binding upon
them.
3) Academic scholarships should
be given financial priority over
athletic scholarships.
4) Any student monies should go
toward building a first-rate,
undergraduate library and
intra·mural athletic program before
monies are diverted into
inter-collegiate athletics.
5) Combination of a flea-market
and crafts fair in which students and
others can rent, for a small fee, an
area in the Ballroom to display their
craft.
6) Complete fiscal investigation
of food services and bookstore ithe
Union.
Fred Ream

Faculty Firmly Rejects Senate Proposal

By JIM PENSIERO
Being as reality has been so
crushing lately we thought we might
dull the pain like a proverbial coca
leaf by relating a purely hypothetical
event that could possibly occur in
Albuquerque in the near future.
In a vain attempt to prepare a
story on time for my delightful
editor and receive 12 brownie points
in my faltering journalism class I
thought I would handle a story in
the classic five W's and one H style
(where, when, why, who, what and
how). The story is coming out of a
mythical wire service, the JP, and is
preceded by several snappy advances.
Albuquerque, Nov. 16- (JP)"This is perhaps the greatest thing to
happen in Albuquerque since we
were put on Triple-AAA list of the
American Truckers Association."
With this glowing appraisal local
promoter Ernie Bilko summed up
the general consensus of opinion of
the Duke City's youth as the word
spread that nationwide phallic
symbols and rock stars The Hot Junk
Railroad would make a pit stop in
the city.
Hot Junk has had remarkable
sue cess (in light of their talent)
especially evident in their album,
Jubilation for the Masses. A single
from that album, "Abscess to Your
Heart," is currently coasting high on
the nationwide "top 40" charts.
The trio is composed of Jimmy
Incoherent on base, vocal (for lack
of better name}, and hand
percussion; Franc la Film on drums
and Tom "Booster" Stacatto on
guitar and vocal.
They are scheduled to perform at
Pipejoy Hall on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
with a sell-out crowd for this once in - a- lifetime event. 10-4
Albuquerque, N.M., Nov. 17{JP) - Albuquerque police Chief
Pinkus 0. Supressor has recently
beefed up his force in anticipation
for, in his words, what could be "a
rowdy crowd of young hooligans"
that is expected tomorrow night at a
concert given by pop stars Hot Junk
Railroad.
"The job for me and the boys is to
maintain order and that is precisely
what we will do. There's no room for
statute breakers in a metropolis like
Albuquerque," the chief said.
In expectation, Supressor has
outlined what his arsenal will
contain: 76 police officers, two riot
cars, a car load of tear gas (loc~lly
made, of course), a rovmg
motorcycle detachment, four buses,
16 infiltrating miniature German
shepherds and six cartons of those
nifty red flares for the light show.
Meanwhile, Albuquerque's branch
of the Laides for Freedom (LAF), in
anticipation of a riot, have prepared
1200 egg salad sandwiches and
similar amounts of hot cocoa to, in

Across

Tlze Great
Divide
their words, "keep the boys comfy."
Promotor Ernie Bilko has
promised Santa Fe the concert will
run smoothly. He added he has sold
13,000 tickets for a hall that holds
11,000 with his logic being, "if we
pack the place too full there won't
be any room for fisticuffs."
Albuquerque, Nov. 17-(JP)The Hot Junk Railroad arrived in the
Duke City aboard Trans Transient
today at the Sunport amid great
fanfare. A major portion of the city's
"heads" were on hand to greet the
people who are "great innovators
and a major reason why American
music is where it is today."
Singer Jimmy Incoherent
wondered out loud if perhaps the
plane hadn't been hijacked to
Alberia. His fears were quickly
quelled when community leader Phil
"Dialated" Pupils presented the band
with a key to the city. Asked about
the strange square shape of the key,
Pupils said, "Keys are perhaps the
greatest contribution Albuquerque
has for the outside world besides
green chile."
After a brief stop at Yale Park
where good vibes and a few publicity
shots were taken of local
misbehavers egging a jewlers, the
band's entourage moved slowly up
Central, where temporary
headquarters were established at
White Winrock.
Commenting on the apparent lack
of activity in the city, besides
watching pick-up trucks drag,
drummer Franc la Film formerly a
native of Alsace-Lourraine, said,
"well, it's not Juarez, but it's our
duty as responsible rock stars to play
the good with the bad."
Hot Junk will appear at Pipejoy
Hall tonight along with local upstarts
the Stalegmites, formerly of
Carlsbad.
Promoter Ernie Bilko has called
the show "a complete sell-out."

Albuquerque, Nov. 17-(JP)-A
riot took place tonight at a concert
given by superstars the Hot Junk
Railroad. The disturbance occurred
as the Railroad tuned their
instruments. 12 people received
thumb injuries.
The riot took place shortly· after a
warm-up group, the Stalegmites,
. were booed off the stage after
performing a rousing set that
included such favorites as, "Chunk
of my Neck," "Snotty Bogie" and
"Bam-Bam Sha Bam the Old Man
Just Gave Me a Grand," which is a
memorial to the original stars in the
field.
As the Hot Junk mounted the
stage they were attacked by ~4
bra-less girls who made a vam
attempt to touch their heroes. The
assault was repulsed by a detachment
of the National Guard and six of the
miniature German Shepherds.
Police Chief Pinkus 0. Supressor
called the incident "the kind of thing
that ruins it for all the kids who are
behaving ·themselves." He added that
the majority of the audience was
silent and didn't seem to do anything
but laugh.
After all the corpses were cleared
and order restored the Hot Junk
crashed into their stage show, which
has been called by rock experts
across the country a "first rate show,
top notch and heavy as a brick."
Beginning their act with a
repertoire of old favorites, including
the "Insanity Blues," "How to
Become a Star Without Actually
Being Good," "The Friendly
Stranger" and "If I Only Had a
Voice," they quickly moved into
cuts from their new album.
Singer Jimmy Incoherent
explained to a JP reporter that the
album is "an attempt to get away
from the crotch kicking music of
earlier days into something of a more
meaningful vein."
Incoherent was just that as he and
compatriots Film and Staccato
finished out their 35 minutes with a
rousing four minute version of "You
and I, !~lying High, Under the Moon,
High on a Spoon," which brought
the audience to their feet for more.
After a terse encore and a few
peace signs to ghe audience, the Hot
Junk rushed to the Sunport where a
mail plane was waiting to transport
them to their next engagement, a
three week stand at the
internationally famed Club Spanky
in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Promoter Ernie Bilko called the
event a complete success and amid
cries of "far out" (the hipster
equivalent to cool), he promised to
bring in another famous group, the
Jesse James· Gang in the near future.
Albuquerque Mayor Reginald
Spectre could not be reached for
comment.

The faculty firmly defeated a
proposal for a faculty senate
Tuesday, leaving general faculty
meetings as the method of
governance.
The proposal, from the
Committee on University
Governance, was presented in the
form of three resolutions. The
first would have approved the
creation of a senate suhject to
certain conditions, the second
would have provided· for the
election of an ad hoc committee
to draw up a specific proposal for
the senate's structure and powers,
and resolution three would have
set a deadline of Feb. 28, 1971,
for the committee to submit its
proposal to the faculty.
Edwin Hoyt, gove1·nance
committee chairman, said in
presenting resolution one, "What.
we're asking today is a kind of
in-principle endorsement of a
senate," and added it would be
better, if the faculty were firmly
opposed to a senate, to defeat the
resolution rather than wait until
an ad hoc committee had spent
three months working on a
proposal only to have it defeated
then.
Hoyt said the Governance
Committee favored a senate
becausl' the faculty has grown too

large to efficiently and thoroughly
conduct a growing volume of
business. "Too many issues are
now coming to the faculty to
receive responsible attention," he
said. This situation was attributed
in the committee's written report
to a faculty size which has more
than doubled in the past five years
and an enrollment increase from
10,000 to 17,000 students in the
same period,
The request for endorsement in
principle became a point of
opposition. Marion Cottrell
likened it to buying a used car
without finding out how the
motor runs. But the strongest
opposition was on the grounds
that a senate would provide less
representation for individual
members of the faculty than the
existing general meetings. Paul
Schmidt opened the debate by
saying, "Non-members of the
senate would be relegated to
second-class citizenship."
Hoyt said in his presentation
that the six student members of
the committee strongly favored a
senate because they believed it
would be more responsive to
students' problems, but Gilbert
Merkx countered that the general
faculty meetings have been the
source of some of tht> strongest

defense of students against
outside interference. Cot:l:rP.IJ also
pointed out the speed with which
meetings of the faculty and
students reopened UNM after last
spring's student strike, and said
that universities which have been
sh·u t down by student protests
have usually found general faculty
meetings necessary in order to
reopen,citing the 1964 free speech
crisis at Berkeley as an example.
Only two professors, both
members of the governance
committee, spoke in defense of a
senate during debate. Ralph
Norman was greeted with a loud
''yes!'' from several faculty
members when he asked, "Have
we lost faith in representative
government?"
The charge of inefficiency
against the faculty meetings was
challenged by most speakers.
Merkx said most of the routine
business is efficiently handled
now and important issues should
be debated at length by the full
faculty. Hubert Alexander said
the Faculty Policy Committee was
capable of providing efficient
transaction of faculty business,
and another speaker defended
large meetings by saying, "Those
of us who have had a chance to
study group dynamics know a

larger group is more likely to
come up with novel solutions and
new ideas."
,
0 p position to the senate
proposal cut across usual factional
lines. Gunther Rothenbe1·g evoked
general laughter with his
comment, "I'm surprised to find
myself in the same corner as
professors Merkx, Cottrell and
Schmidt."
The attitude of many of the
approximately 200 faculty
members present was probably
summarized by the professor who
said, "I came here more or less in
favor of a senate, but after
listening to these people speak
I've had a sudden awakening."
A surprise motion to cut off
debate after it had been in
progress less than an hour carried,
and the resolution was defeated
on a voice vote. No attempt was
made to introduce the second
resolution.
The senate was the second of
three proposals from the
governance committee to be
defeated. Last spring, its proposal
that Student Standards
Committee hear grievance and
disciplinary policy could be
adopted was defeated. An earlier
proposal to eliminate the
necessity of faculty approval for

policies affecting student life was
adopted.
Governance committee is still
working on proposals for an
all-University council, greater
student participation in academic
policy making and a uniform
policy for hearing grievances and
disciplinary cases. Hoyt said the
proposals are being presented
separately so possible opposition
to one will not cause the defeat of
all. The faculty needs to cut down
on its volume of business, and, he
said, "The alternative to a senate
is probably to improve the
committee structure."
GSA President Bill Pickens
expressed disappointment with
the faculty's decision. "Whenever
an issue comes up involving the
students that would take away
some of the faculty's power," he
said, "those who are against it will
turn out and defeat it." He said
students would get a more
favorable response from a faculty
senate.
Eric Nelson, ASUNM president,
was less critical. "There were a Jot
of effective arguments against the
proposal," he said, "and many of
the normally radical professors
were against it. I don't think it
kills the whole governance
package."
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Over Posting of Campaign Sign
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Candidate Rally

Indian students perform on
behalf of The Brotherhood, a
coalition of 12 students running
for the ASUNM Senate. The
students performed yesterday
afternoon at a rally on the Mall
and tl1e candidates discussed their
platforms.

A minor fracas yesterday
between campus police and a
UNM student resulted in the
student being taken to the campus
police station handcuffed, but
later being released with no
charges filed against him.
The incident between the
police and the student occurred in
front of the Chicano Studies
Center when Ernesto Eichwald
protested against two campus
policemen removing a
legally-posted campaign sign.
Eichwald said the police told
him they were ordered to remove
the sign by Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender.
When Eichwald asked one of the
officers if the group who had
posted the sign had
misunderstood the Election Code
(concerning posting of campaign

Students Quiz Justice

Officials

Discussion Covers Civ~l Rights, 'No-Knock'
Students quizzed three Justice
Department officials yesterday on
a variety of topics, including civil
rights, school desegregation,
"rio-knock" laws, the FBI, the
Chicago conspiracy trial and the
barring of people with long hair
from the Highland High School
Auditorium during President
Nixon's speech last month.
The discussion session, which
was held yesterday afternoon in
the International Center, is part of
a Justice Department public
relations tour to explore student
attitudes.
The Justice Department
representatives were Assistant
Attorney General William H.
Rehnquist, Richard Rollap,
special ns.~istant to the deputy
attorney general, and Gil Pompa,
assist an t d ire c tor 0 f the
community relations service.
Much of the discussion
centered on the events
surrounding President Nixon's
visit to Albuquerque. Several
students complained of having
been pulled out of line at
Highland High School and at the
airport during Nixon's visit. One
member of the audience
complained of having been
arrested for disturbing the peace.
Rehnquist responded by
saying: "The idea of pulling

people out of line at the airport, I
think, is unjust, but I'm not
prepared to say federal laws were
broken."
The following questions
became somewhat heated and
Rehnquist said, "You're simply
unloading on us. We can't have a
productive discussion."
In resp011Se to questions on
c i vi I rights, Roll a p said,
"Segregated school systems in the
South will be virtually eliminated
by the end of this school year."
When aslmd to define segregation,
Rehnquist indicated it was a
constitutional question and would
have to be decided by the
Supreme Court.
Earlier Rehnquist told a press
and student government leaders
conference, ''Nixon has not
backed down on integration. The
number of schools integrated now
and the number integrated one to
two years ago does not show any
backing down," he said.
"A case is now being argued in
the 5th Circuit Court, on which
the deadline was set for 1969·70,
andmoremonthswereallowedto
desegregate. It was one case.
There is no record of backing
down," he argued.
Other questioning centered
around the relation of the Justice
Department to other Federal legal
and civil rights organizations, and
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Nixon administration policies on
crime prevention and drug
legislation.
"I am not guaranteeing the
Justice Department will turn
around 180 degrees on their
policies because student leaders
object to them, but we thought
that live human beings on the
other side of the table would be
of some help," said Rehnquist in
explaining the visits planned to
some 50 campuses.
In answer to charges the
government is pursuing a hardline
o 11 drug users, Rollap said the
"Federal government did not put
emphasis on the prosecution of
users."
The current Federal drug abuse
law is the most progressive
legislation in the area with
possession now being a
misdemeanor, he added.
He also asserted the current
"no·knock" provisions in two
pieces of crime legislation were
"co'dification of what was built up
in case law in regard to search and
seizure." He also characterized
suggested preventive detention
proposals, allowing a suspect to be
held up to 60 days without
posting bail, as a means of
encouraging speedier trials.
"The man would have to have
trial within the 60 days," Rollap
said,

materials) the officer became Eichwald said.
abusive and a heated argument
"During the meeting I said the
resulted between him and the sign was not against University
officer, Eichwald said.
rules and it was an error in
Eiehwald also alleged the judgment (on the part of the
officer pulled a can of mace, and officer)," Lavender said.
the second officer stepped in to
Lavender said he has no
"cool off" the first one.
administrative jurisdiction over
Eichwald was then handcuffed the campus security forces, and
and taken to the station, but that the meeting between those
released immediately with no involved in the fracas was "to
charges filed against him.
establish the facts with both sides ·
Lavender denied ordering the present."
police to remove the campaign
Lavender termed the incident
sign in a meeting in his office "most unfortunate" and said it
between the officers, Eichwald, indicated to him "meetings among
student witnesses, and Ralph people involved in problems with
Holst, campus police' chief.
campus police should occur
Holst then said he had given the forthwith."
order to remove the sign,
The campaign sign in question
was
legally posted according to
'llJilfJif.liiT:mJun::mmr.rr3il~i!Diiilmnmr;;~r:mfi:>lm:mmwr:EmJII::mm
the ASUNM Elections Code, said
Polling Places
Pat Boatwright, chairman of the
There will be six polling
Elections Commission.
places on campus today, with
The Elections Code also
paper ballots being used for
specifies that illegally posted
the ASUNM Senate elections.
campaign materials "will be
These include: the Union
promptly removed by custodial
and the immediate area, the
crews or the Electiohs
residency halls commons area
Commission."
(La Posada), Hokona Hall,
!lliillllll!lllilllllllilllllllllllillillllllllllrrllllllfilllllll!ll!llllfiiiTIIIIII/IIIIIIIilllllllliiUIIllllll
fraternity and sorority house
area and the education
Nelson
complex.
Endorsements
All polls will open at 8
p.m. The Hokona and La
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
Posada polling places will·
has endorsed the following
close at 7 p.m. with all other
candidates for Senate: Dan
polls closing at 5 p.m.
Cimino, Louis Baca, Pam Powell,
Voters must be members
Ray Hamilton, Ralph Baca,
of ASUNM and must have a
JoAnn Sanchez, Juan Abetya,
current validated student ID.
Sylvia Gonzales, John Lieuwen,
Voters must sign a roster and
Tom Drummond, Michael
vote in person.
Montoya and Lance Gordon.
IIIJITIIIII!nlllllllllllillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiU/IIIIIIliiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiUIIIIIIIIIII/IIIJITII/IIIIIIIIIIIliiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIUIIIIIIII/IIU/11
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Justice

William Rehnquiest, assistant
attorney general, answers a
question posed by UNM student
Doug Nance.

